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“ SEX MONSTERS ”
09.11.14 - 9.13.14
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE AND LISTING
TriBeCa, New York - No Romance Galleries announced the opening of “Sex Monsters” presenting works
by artists Mike Krim, Pietro Cocco, Jennifer Calandra, Lorenzo Fariello, Amy Hood, Jonathan Leder,
Sean Maung, Chelsea Nyegaard, Robert Farber and Kilroy Savage. The show will be on display from
September 11, 2014 to Semptember 13, 2014 at No Romance Galleries, which is located in the heart of
TriBeCa at 355 Broadway.
Opening Reception – Thursday, September 11th from 7-10 p.m.
Sex Monsters Volume 1 is the first installment of a serial collaboration showcasing ten artists’ overtly
sexual works with the intent of bonding the viewer, artist, and subject in a most primal and intimate
manner. More than a social commentary on modern sexuality or artistic renditions of the human form,
Sex Monsters is a personal invitation to go off the deep end into the limitless world of gender bending,
fetishism, prostitution, and vice. The viewer is the voyeur as contributing artists thrust the gamut of
emotion associated with sexual encounter.
Mike Krim, Pietro Cocco, Jennifer Calandra, Lorenzo Fariello, Amy Hood, Jonathan Leder, Sean Maung,
Chelsea Nyegaard, Robert Farber and Kilroy Savage unleash their inner monsters, offering up the most
salacious, visceral displays of lust, power play, taboo, and sexuality.
Those seeking an insular, hereto-normative display of fine art photography featuring towering models
and sugar coated erotica that is edited to crisp perfection will be sorely disappointed to find none of that
here. PAPER WORK NYC has curated a show that pulls at the threads of prepackaged, vanilla flavored,
generic brandings of human sexuality and leaves the audience questioning everything they know on life’s
guiltiest pleasure, serving up a dish full of the vaguely familiar to the unfathomable. Sex Monsters thrives
under the glossy veneer, digging compulsively into every banality it encounters. Pulling no punches in
showcasing their work, these ten artists eschew the socially acceptable in favor of art that is borderline
taboo. From this, guests are treated with a dose of discomforting indulgence, ironically leading them back
to a sense of intimacy.
By peeling back the layers of societal regulations, Sex Monsters treats its guests to a wide array of
obscenities that ultimately ties back to a greater meaning. By emphasizing the rawness in every basic
aspect of humanity, we arrive full circle, back to the underlying primordial source governing all our
actions: the emotions of passion and desire.
Mirroring the exhibition is a short run zine, limited to 125 copies to be sold at the opening. In accordance
with the PAPER WORK NYC’s philosophy, the contributing artists have stripped away the natural desire
to shelter the self, offering up a feast of heightened truths. By allowing full disclosure, a full-range
spectrum of emotional responses is drawn from both the audience and artist, as they are urged to stare
into their own discomfort, disgust, anxiety, and desire...often times simultaneously.

ARTISTS BIO
Mike Krim is a lifestyle photographer currently residing in New York. He is intrigued by illicit images
and is incessantly inspired by his unconventional social ties. Krim is the founder of Paperwork NYC, an
independent publishing house specializing in limited edition art publications. His photography has been
featured in Purple, Complex and Mass Appeal amongst others. .
Chelsea Nyegaard makes social commentary through photographs. She has been largely nomadic
throughout her adult life, however has been inspired largely by the deep south. Shocked by the
media’s propaganda heavy, masculine representation of sexuality, she is driven to provide an honest
representation via female gaze. Nyegaard’s photographs confront gender and class warfare by
portraying people and places in their actuality.
Lorenzo Fariello is a fine art photographer who creates his refined and polished images with a uniquely
casual precision that is the perfect meeting and balance of time, space, beauty and meaning that
elevates the medium and the work to the level of the most subtle aesthetic sublimity. Lorenzo’s balance
and combination of the elegant and classical structure that is at the height of aesthetic sophistication.
Pietro Cocco currently lives and works between Milan and New York as a photographer and
videographer. A graduate from the Italian Institute of Photography, he collaborates with designers and
brands, as well as magazines such as Vogue Italia, Vespa, and Peroni. Irony, researched composition
and color are some of the tools used in his artistic research that often influence his approach to
commercial work.
Jennifer Calandra is a queer feminist artist living in Brooklyn. Calandra was raised in Queens with a
proletariat upbringing, hence had no formal arts training. Her illustration and sculpture are organically
concentrated on religious repression, fetish, gender roles, trans equality and ritual. She has drawn
inspiration from various pulp mags, punk rock, paralyzing self doubt, 60’s sexploitation film, carnie
culture, familial combat, her moms hair and childhood memories of her step fathers hidden porno
collection.
Sean Maung is from the South Robertson neighborhood of Los Angeles. Currently residing in NY,
he works at various community based organizations providing GED and ESL instruction to adults in
Brooklyn. His photos focus on the realism of everyday, working class, urban life.
Amy Hood is a visual artist and performer who explores the intersection of fashion, fetish, and erotica
via sexploitation film and imagery. Her work is primarily in collaboration with her partner, Jonathan Leder.
Together they raise poignant questions about the media, push boundaries, arouse the senses and
stimulate the mind.
Jonathan Leder was born and raised on the Upper East Side of Manhattan and attended the prestigious
Collegiate School, Parson’s School of Design in Paris, as well as The Florence Academy of Art, where
he studied classical painting and art history. Leder’s photographs transcend the traditional definitions of
“porn,” “fashion,” and “art” categories. His photographs have little to no artificial lighting and are analog
with no retouching. Leder is also the founder and Creative Director of Jacques Magazine.
Robert Farber is a household name and a revolutionary in the photography industry. A recipient of
innumerable awards, including the Photographer of the Year from the PMA, Farber has also been invited
to lecture at prestigious institutions ranging from the Smithsonian to universities worldwide. With a
diversified portfolio featuring every genre, he achieved international acclaim for his pieces, most notably
his work with nudes both in fine art as well as the commercial realm. Initially making his mark in the 70’s,
Farber has since established himself as a recognized and extremely well respected photographer with
expertise in all fields. Despite a forte in fine art photography, his work also encompasses major fashion
campaigns, beauty, advertising, and directing; PBS is also currently in the process of developing a
documentary detailing Farber’s life and career.

ABOUT PAPER WORK NYC
PAPER WORK NYC is an independent publishing house that specializes in limited edition paper
publications. Maintaining a short run of high quality artworks lends an intimacy between the artists
showcased and their audiences. PAPER WORK NYC strives to create a visceral visual and tactile
experience for those who interact with it.

ABOUT NO ROMANCE galleries
NO ROMANCE galleries (NRg) is located in the heart of TriBeCa, in lower Manhattan. No Romance
Galleries represents an eclectic group of artists who specialize in various mediums of contemporary artphotography, sculpture, mixed media and paintings among others.
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